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JodyJazz HR* Custom Dark Alto, Soprano
Warm-Sounding, Easy-Blowing Hard Rubber Saxophone Mouthpieces

JodyJazz has added alto and soprano models to its line of HR* Custom 
Dark saxophone mouthpieces. The HR* Custom Dark Alto and Soprano 
are made with premium hard rubber and share the same dark, vintage 

sound characteristics as the company’s popular tenor saxophone model. The 
alto version comes in sizes 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 tip openings, while the soprano is 
available in sizes 5, 5*, 6, 6*, 7, 7* and 8.

The HR* Custom Dark line is crafted from a special hard rubber for-
mula that was developed for JodyJazz’s Chedeville brand of classical 
mouthpieces. The material helps to impart more warmth and beauty in the 
sound due to its purity and density.

As I warmed up the alto piece (with a size 7 tip opening) for play-test-
ing on my French-made vintage horn, I remarked at just how different the 
instrument sounded than when I outfitted it with any of the bright-sound-
ing metal and rubber alto mouthpieces that are so ubiquitous today. In the 
absence of artificial sizzle, I could really hear — and feel — the true core 
tone and unadorned resonance of my horn. I found myself submerged in 
a world of old-school tonal purity, suitable for classical chamber music or 
vintage cool-jazz. Although the piece took me into a sonic realm that’s 
more subdued than what I’m used to, I experienced warmth, calm and 
in-the-zone focus while exploring the tonal nuances and shadings offered 
by the HR* Custom Dark Alto.

A test-drive on the HR* Custom Dark Soprano (also a size 7)  was sim-

ilarly revelatory. My Japanese-made curved soprano 
was virtually transformed from a pitch-stubborn, shrill 
adversary into an in-tune, accommodating friend. I 
liked the feeling of being able to “center” the highest 
notes of the soprano, and bell tones rang out with sur-
prising ease.

HR* Custom Dark mouthpieces all feature a 
gold-plated brass ring on the shank of the mouth-
piece, which adds mass to give the player a boost 
of body and increased harmonics. They use a roll-
over baffle to provide sufficient “pop” without 
any harsh highs, and they feature an large cham-
ber and bore for the ultimate in mellowness. 
Rounded sidewalls add a desirable complexity 
to the tone.

The most surprising thing about these 
dark-sounding mouthpieces is how free-blow-
ing they are. Their wide-open response can be 
credited to the advanced designed of their fac-
ing curves, as well as their expertly hand-finished tip 
rails, baffles and tables.  —Ed Enright
jodyjazz.com

Tama Star Reserve, Starphonic Snares
Boutique Drums with Innovative Features

The Tama Star Reserve and Starphonic handcrafted snare drums 
sound every bit as good as they look. I received two of them for 
this review: a 6.5- by 14-inch Star Reserve Hammered Aluminum 

snare, and a 7- by 14-inch Starphonic Walnut snare. A variety of gorgeous 
shell options and sizes are available. 

Tama’s top-of-the-line snares are the Star Reserves, so let’s first take a 
look at the hammered aluminum model. At 3mm, the shell is extreme-
ly thin and features hand-hammering on the outside and inside. This 
is mostly for sonic purposes, but also gives the drum a snakeskin-like 
appearance. The drum also has brass Sound Arc hoops, which are basical-
ly triple-flanged hoops with the top flange rounded in towards the head. 
The snare has a Linear-Drive strainer that allows tension adjustment on 
both sides, which is great for dialing in the tension of your snare wires. The 
wires themselves are a high-carbon design that maximizes projection and 
sensitivity. Right out of the box, this snare has rock-solid center of sound 
and tone. It is sensitive enough to play the quietest of dynamics, but it will 
also hammer out backbeats all night. I was struck by 
how much depth and character this drum has for 
being constructed of metal. 

The Starphonic Walnut snare features a 6mm, 
seven-ply black walnut shell, with an outer ply of 
black walnut burl. A neat visual aspect of the drum 
is its unique claw tension/tube lug design with a 
grooved hoop. Each tension rod claw rests in a chan-
nel at the base of the hoop, which is an ingenious 

way to keep the tension rods and claws under the playing surface. This 
makes the entire area of the hoop playable. Even better, when it’s time to 
change the head, the claws simply swing back out of the way when loos-
ened. It also features the same fantastic snare throw-off design and wires 
as described above. I loved the complex, super focused tone of this drum. 
Wood drums with shells this thin tend to be very bright in character, but 
the walnut shell and depth of the drum keeps that tamed, while provid-
ing crispness and tons of projection. It plays beautifully, with ultra precise 
response to intricate, quiet stickings. Backbeats and cross-stick patterns 
have a cutting depth due to the thicker hoop. 

These days, it seems like every drum maker is offering a “boutique” 
snare of some kind, but Tama has added some really innovative features 
and functionality to its new models.  —Ryan Bennett
tama.com
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